Case Study
AgKnowledge
Company Profile/Overview
AgKnowledge is an industry leading, cloud based Agribusiness SaaS solution for medium and small fresh fruit and
vegetable producers and distributers. An exciting new chapter in AgKnowledge history began in May 2018, when DiD
Integration, Inc. acquired AgKnowledge Software from TechKnowledge Associates, Inc., the original developers of
AgKnowledge. DiD has partnered with TechKnowledge since 2004 to bring AgKnowledge into the cloud, and since the
acquisition continues to update and improve the AgKnowledge model.
Solution/Requirement
The AgKnowledge user portal utilizes InetSoft's Style Intelligence to deliver dashboards and reports, and to provide data
models which save time, as they can be reused for different clients. This is key to DiD’s success in serving their diverse
client pool.
Data is supplied to the solution using various mobile apps, which gather both manually entered data and data collected
automatically by sensors on the agricultural and shipping equipment. All client data is stored in an AS/400 multitenant
database.
The developers at DiD have found InetSoft’s system of logical and physical data models to be a boost of efficiency when
creating dashboards for different clients. A cross-platform for all their clients linked to common data models enables the
same data models to be reused and modified for various clients, each with their own specific needs.
A Predictive Agribusiness Dashboard

DiD developers also use logical models built on top of the data models. They then build a data worksheet over their
logical model, tailored to meet the client’s requirements.
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Dashboards, Reporting &
Mashups
While some AgKnowledge clients are happy with simple reports that that allow them to filter and export raw data,
AgKnowledge's more involved clients enjoy learning how to build their own agribusiness dashboards. This hands on
approach is enabled by the InetSoft data worksheet interface.
Specific data needs and levels of involvement vary greatly from client to client. For example, for some reports a client will
not care about data older than the past 365 days, whereas for other reports, the same client will need to see data for a
several year period. Sometimes they want to see harvest data for all their facilities, and other times they want to focus a
report on specific warehouses. InetSoft’s flexible data transformation interface makes it easy to accommodate each
client’s individual needs and preferences.
Data tables in the Agknowledge database often have a number of fields that can be overwhelming to less involved clients,
with names that are not highly intuitive. DiD developers rectify this issue by creating data worksheets that include only
the columns that the client will want to use, and then assigning descriptive column names that are easy to understand.
Another feature that DiD developers have used extensively is the ability to schedule reports or tasks, have them run
autonomously, and export the results via email. This automation is a big time saver for AgKnowledge clients who rely on
regular reports to track their production in real time.
Some clients have schedules that run overnight, using InetSoft’s proprietary data grid cache to build a cache of relevant
data for reports and dashboards that run on the following day. “Many clients have data going back greater than 10 years,
and it would put considerable strain on the database if we queried the full dataset without using cache data,” expresses
Kevin Gorelick, President of DiD Integration.
Clients also enjoy the ability to bookmark a report or dashboard so that when they open it every day they see what
they've saved the day before, and make their desired changes. This eliminates the need to remember and re-apply
specific filters that the client uses regularly.
AgKnowledge is a large application, which handles everything from product receiving and inventory management to
orders, invoicing, accounts payable, and accounts receivable.
“What InetSoft has allowed us to do is build reports faster, and bring data to our clients in a more useful way, a way that
they can actually work with it.”

More Examples of Custom Built Agribusiness Reports



Crop Investments Over Time



Payroll Broken Down by Operation



Trays of Product Received by Lot and Grower
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